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Beat insurance fraudsters and be protected if an incident occurs.

6th Sense Kestrel 2019 Dash Camera – more features, lower price: With High resolution, 1080p/1296p recording and 170 degrees view this neat and compact dash-cam offers features
only associated with higher priced cameras. See actual video Footage at www.6st.co.uk/systems/dash-camerakestrel-2019
To maximise its coverage – Kestrel Dashcam indicates its recording status
Key events are “Bookmarked” in the memory to avoid over-recording
Still photographs can be taken or extracted from the video files
A second camera can be installed for use as a reversing or near-side monitoring aid. Watch the kids in the
back!
 Audio recording is a switchable option
 Takes minutes to install/swap into another vehicle. Plugs into 12V or USB power socket
 Comes with a 2-year warranty





The camera goes into standby mode when the ignition is off, or the unit is unplugged. Ho wever, if a significant
impact is felt by the built in G Sensor this triggers the Internal battery, restarts the recording providing 24/7/365
coverage whilst parked.
Full HD 1296p Kestrel Dashcam footage – showing no logical reason why the VW stopped halfway around a
roundabout causing this accident
“compressed image, genuine footage is even better than this”
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FHD
6th Sense has been searching and testing dash
cameras for some time, but until this one, all have
been missing some key element or were too costly.
This is the best camera that 6th Sense have tested
and are pleased to offer a product in line with our
company policy of providing great quality, proven
products tested by ourselves to give good value to
our customers
The images are sharp and clear during the day or at
night, we have compared to many that claim 1080p/
1296p. We confidently say it is better than most,
certainly for the price and features it offers.
A rear-facing (2nd) camera can be installed internally or
externally looking back from the front windscreen, or
through the rear window.

6st Kestrel 2019 Dash Cam Package
Only £100 (including the VAT)

Expand your performance and capability even further:
• 1296p Dash Cam Package - £116 (including the VAT)
Options available (exclusive of VAT)
Dedicated and Tested memory cards
• 32GB - save £3.80
• 64GB (recording around 16hrs) - £11 (one is included)
• 128GB - £18.50
Second camera for increased coverage - £11
Number-plate mounted reversing camera - £24
In-vehicle Dash mounted 7” monitor - £33.30
Power cables supplied with Dash Cam (2m, 12 V power socket) and the second camera (5.5m
OR 30cm link to Dashcam)
Extended Cable for rear mounting (10m) - £7
USB power cable (2m) - £4 to power from a USB charging port.
Discounts available on volume; installation is available...

Call 6th Sense to find out more on 0330 380 9696
or email us info@6st.co.uk.
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